Harmony Healthcare IT

We make your legacy patient, employee and business records accessible, interoperable, secure and compliant.

Harmony Healthcare IT is a data management firm that migrates and archives patient, employee and business records for healthcare organizations. To strengthen care delivery and improve lives, we move and preserve vital information in a way that keeps it accessible, releaseable, usable, interoperable, secure and compliant.

Since 2006, our team of experts has extracted, converted, migrated and retained records from over 550 different clinical, financial and administrative software brands.

Whatever your legacy data needs — we get it done.

Rationalization
Guidance on legacy system decommissioning prioritization

Extraction
The critical first-step for data movement or storage

Migration
The movement of information from one system to another

Retention
Secure, compliant, searchable, actionable data storage

Integration
Data activation for interoperability with other systems

Destruction
Policy and rules-based record disposal with proof of purge

When healthcare delivery organizations migrate, consolidate, and store data, it must be 100% accurate. No exceptions. No excuses. That means you need an experienced partner you can count on.

550+
Unique Software Brands We’ve Worked With

90+
Customer Loyalty Indicator for HealthData Archiver™ Projects

500
Clients Across the Healthcare Continuum

HITRUST
Certified for Meeting Standard Data Protection & Security Framework

www.HarmonyHiT.com
Who We Serve

Whether it is a clinical, financial, administrative, or business software application at your healthcare facility, we’ve got you covered. No matter the source system, it’s likely we’ve already worked with it. Here are just a few we work with frequently:

- Cerner
- McKesson
- Epic
- Allscripts
- eClinicalWorks
- athenahealth
- Greenway Health
- MEDITECH

Harmony Healthcare IT’s trusted data management solutions serve individual practices to large health systems. Beyond acute and ambulatory, we work with speciality organizations like blood banks, perinatal units, community health centers, long-term care centers, retail health clinics, pharmacies, correctional facilities, student health centers, and more.

Within a healthcare organization, our products and services support those working in:

- IT
- Compliance & Legal
- Clinical
- Accounts Receivable
- Finance
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- HIM
- Research
- Human Resources

Featured Offerings:

**HEALTHDATA ARCHIVER**
Secure, Easy Access to Legacy Patient, Employee or Business Records

**HEALTHDATA AR MANAGER**
Comprehensive Management of Collections for Legacy A/R Records Wind Down

**HEALTHDATA INTEGRATOR**
Data Activation for Interoperability

**REQUEST MY RECORDS**
Employee and Medical Records Release

Making data secure, compliant, accessible and interoperable to strengthen care delivery and improve lives.
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